Unconstrained constraint connectives can create a legion of pathological effects. Specifically here, allowing too large of a domain for Local Conjunction can create strange long distance or counting effects, and allowing any combination of markedness and faithfulness constraints creates languages where contrasts are only preserved in marked positions. Thus, the definition in (1) has been greatly restricted to avoid these pathologies. Łubowicz (2005) offers the following definition for restricted Local Conjunction:
(3) Restricted Local Conjunction: (taken from Łubowicz (2005) ) C=C 1 &C 2 is violated iff 1. LOC C1 ∩ LOC C2 = ∅ 2. C 1 results in C 2 if C 1 is Faithfulness and C 2 is Markedness Local Conjunction has been restricted both in the domain upon which it searches for violations, and in what types of constraints it can connect. By expanding the domain of Local Conjunction from the locus of violations of the constraints, we can create constraints with unlikely and unpredicted effects (Łubowicz, 2005; Kawahara, 2006) . For example, by setting the domain to the Stem level and a self-conjunction between a constraint and itself, we can create constraints that ban a certain (larger than one) number of violations of that constraint within the stem. This can create languages that allow a marked structure in any position, as long as that structure appears nowhere else in the stem (see 5) by conjoining two markedness constraints. Here (and throughout this paper) I use the constraint *VTV, which drives intervocalic voicing. I define it as in (4) (4) *VTV Assign a violation mark for each voiceless segment in an intervocalic position.
(5) With high ranking *VTV& Stem *VTV:
[ By combining two faithfulness constraints, a language can be formed where a faithfulness constraint can be violated once, but not twice within a stem (see 6), which can create a similar pattern. This can create a weird type of chain-shift like behavior where each input form can repair just one of its violations of *VTV, so even though an input with a *VTV violation would not surface faithfully, a different input would surface as it.
This effect is not dependent on the conjoined constraints being the same, and in fact seems even weirder if the conjoined constraints are less related. (Itô & Mester, 1996 . A markedness reversal is where a marked structure is banned except in marked positions. However, typologically, contrasts are supposed to be best maintained in unmarked positions, leading to our theories of positional privilege (Beckman, 1998) . In markedness reversals, contrast is best maintained in marked positions. These can be caused even if the conjunction domain is restricted to the degree shown in (3). Itô & Mester (1996) give the example of the constraint IDENT(VOICE)&NOCODA. If this constraint ranks above *VOICEOBS IDENT [VOICE] , we see that onset voice obstruents must be devoiced, but coda voiced obstruents cannot be devoiced because the locus of violation of IDENT [VOICE] (the coda voiced obstruent) is part of the locus of violation for NOCODA (the coda), thus violating the conjunction.
Candidate (7-a) shows devoicing in the onset and the coda, but this candidate loses because the [t] violates ID(VOICE) and violates NOCODA, thus violating the conjunction. Candidate (7-c) shows no loss of voice contrasts in any position, but loses because it violates *VOICEOBS more than Candidate (7-b). We can't devoice coda obstruents in this language, because it would violate the conjunction, but we must devoice all other obstruents. These markedness reversals can be created when a markedness (8) and a faithfulness (9) constraint are conjoined, but do not occur if two constraints of the same type are conjoined. To avoid predicting these phenomena, we need to restrict M&F conjunctions more extremely than we restrict M&M or F&F. Therefore, when evaluating Local Disjunction we may restrict M∨F to a greater degree than M∨M or F∨F as well.
(8) A markedness constraint is a constraint M such that for any given output y, assigns the same violation marks to all input-output pairs /x/-[y].
(9) A faithfulness constraint is a constraint F such that it assigns no violation marks to the input-output pair /x/-[x], for all x. Crucially, while P&Q is violated only if both P and Q are violated (11), P∨Q (P or Q) is violated if one or both are violated (12). P∨Q punishes the worst of the worst candidates, and both of the bad candidates that violate just Q or just P. Local Disjunction instead favors only the best of the best candidates, the one that violates neither constraint. Łubowicz (2005) defined Local Conjunction as violated when the locus of violation of one constraint intersected with that of the other constraint. The intersection aspect of this is necessary, since the locus of violation of the two conjoined constraints may not be the same. Some constraints are violated on a segmental level, some are violated on a syllable level, etc.. Now we need to also include those loci of violation of just one of the constraints without the other, since those violate Local Disjunction as well.
Local Disjunction
Incur a violation mark of P∨Q for each locus of violation of P that intersects with a locus of violation of Q, each locus of violation of P that does not intersect with a locus of violation of Q, and each locus of violation of Q that does not intersect with a locus of violation of P.
If P&Q represents a set-theoretic intersection of constraints, only interested in the places where both constraints are violated, P∨Q represents a union of the constraints, looking where one or both are violated. In set-theory, it's well known that the number of items in the union of P and Q is equal to the number of items in P plus the number of items in Q that aren't in P.
(14) |P ∪ Q| = |P − Q| + |Q − P | + |P ∩ Q| M&F Local Conjunction was also restricted more harshly than M&M or F&F conjunction. It will be important for our argument to consider each of these permutations for disjunction. M&F conjunction is the most troublesome of the conjunctions, so it is not surprising to see that M∨F is easily identifiable as theoretically problematic. Wolf (2007) shows that a disjunction between a markedness and a faithfulness constraint results in a constraint that is neither, breaking a standard assumption about OT and opening the theory up to infinite and circular chain-shifts (Moreton, 1999) .
Using the definitions seen in (8) and (9) we can see that markedness constraints do not reference the input at all, and only care about the output; and faithfulness constraints assign no violations to an output that matches its input. Using the arbitrary example of *g∨IDENT(VOICE), we can see that markedness-orfaithfulness constraints (M∨F) are neither markedness nor faithfulness constraints themselves. It's commonly assumed that we should restrict CON to containing only markedness or faithfulness constraints. This assumption protects us from predicting circular and infinite chainshifts, which are unattested and seem computationally unviable, (Moreton, 1999) .
2 So we should not allow M∨F disjunctions into our CON. If we are to allow Local Disjunction, we will need to restrict it so that different MF-type disjunctions are fully banned. We have precedent to do this because we restricted different MF-type conjunction more harshly than other conjunctions. But how do M∨M and F∨F disjunctions fare?
How Local Disjunction works
Before looking at M∨M and F∨F disjunction in particular, we should understand how exactly Local Disjunction extends the set of possible grammars. Local Conjunction has been said to punish the worst of the worst (Smolensky, 2006) , in that it can ban candidates that violate two constraints, but not those that violate a single of the conjoined constraints. In contrast, Local Disjunction favors the best of the best.
If no conflicting constraints are higher ranking, the disjunction chooses the candidate that violates neither of the conjoined constraints. This is the same effect seen if P dominates Q, and Q dominates all the constraints P∨Q dominated. However, if some higher ranked constraint rules out the best of the best candidates, P∨Q acts differently than P directly dominating Q. In (18), we can see that C rules out the best of the best candidates, and thus all the other candidates tie on P∨Q. On the other hand, in (19), the candidate that violates Q but not P wins because P and Q must be treated as independent constraints. Even with P∨Q, some ranking must exist further down in the constraint ranking that says P Q. 3 Often, this will result in being no different than the situation without the disjunction. But, when we have some constraint C' that intervenes between P∨Q and P that favors candidate c or d to b, we can create a pattern where C' is only active when either P or Q must be violated.
There are two types of systems that can be caused depending on how C' incurs violations; the worst of the worst system, or the irrelevant choice system. If C' (or C) prefers the worst of the worst candidate to the one that just violates P , the language prefers the best of the best candidates, but failing that defaults to the worst of the worst candidate. In the worst of the worst system shown in (20), the best of the best wins whenever C is not violated by the best of the best candidate. Yet, when the best of the best candidate is ruled out by C, P∨Q no longer chooses between the candidates, and allows C' to select the worst of the worst candidate. Neither "somewhat bad" candidate can surface. Some worst of the worst systems can be modeled other ways, but Local Disjunction allows you to create any worst of the worst system. In irrelevant choice systems, C' just prefers the candidate that violates P to that which violates Q. Here, when C rules out the best of the best candidate, we move down to C' which selects the candidate that violates just P (21-c). This can appear just like a language where Q P, unless there are some contexts where C' does not assign violation marks to any candidates, in which case, (21-b) wins instead. Then it is apparent that P Q. The "irrelevant choice" is that the choice of whether to satisfy P or Q is not based on either of those constraints at all, but by C'. Compounding the complexity, like the worst of the worst system, if C does not ban the best of the best candidate, the best of the best candidate wins. Again, systems that look like this may be possible without using Local Disjunction, but Local Disjunction uniquely predicts an infinite variety of them. The following is an example of a worst of the worst system. Imagine a language with the constraint ID(CONT)∨ID(VOICE). Usually this constraint protects sounds in the language from spirantizing or voicing.
(22) Voiceless obstruents are protected usually
If we let a higher markedness constraint *VTV, which marks intervocalic voiceless obstruents, the disjunction fails to decide the winner. Normally, the language would just choose to voice the /p/, since ID(CONT) dominates ID(VOICE).
(23) *VTV forces at least one of the ID constraints to be violated
But if we throw in an intervening constraint *VDV, which marks all intervocalic stops regardless of voicing, we can force this language to both spirantize and voice intervocalically.
(24) *VDV causes us to choose the worst of the worst candidates /apa/ *VTV ID(CONT)∨ID(VOICE) *VDV ID(CONT)
This example is a worst of the worst system like that in (20), with our general C=*VTV, C'=*VDV, P=ID(CONT) and Q=ID(VOICE). With a different C and C', we can imagine a language with an irrelevant choice system, where the disjunction allows us to pick the candidate that violates Q in certain contexts, like in (21). In the coming sections I will show how this type of constraint interaction can create pathological patterns with M∨M and F∨F.
M∨M creates markedness reversals
M∨M disjunction can create languages where unmarked and doubly marked things exist, but no intermediates. These are worst of the worst systems, like that in (20) . 4 This can easily create pathologies because this allows us to produce only marked things in marked positions.
In (25), we see a language that allows voiced obstruents only in coda. With NOCODA∨*VOICEOBS ID(VOICE), voiced obstruents are usually repaired by devoicing, as with input /data/. Candidate (25-a) cannot win because it violates the disjunction, which ranks above ID(VOICE). However, with all other faithfulness constraints high ranking (crucially DEP), if we posit an input like /pad/, the devoicing candidate (25-e) fails because devoicing still does not repair the violation of NOCODA. The best of the best candidate here is (25-f), but it cannot be reached because DEP outranks the disjunction. Thus, the worst of the worst candidates, that maintains the /d/ in coda, wins because it beats the devoicing candidate at ID(VOICE). 
However, as shown in (26), codas in general are not problematic, because the constraints that would lead to a coda consonant leaving the coda (DEP or MAX) are ranked higher than any constraint that incurs violations for coda position consonants.
(26) Codas are fine
This language maintains full voicing contrasts in syllable codas, but loses this contrast in onsets. Note that this is exactly the same pattern as the markedness reversal language predicted by M&F disjunction in (7) by Itô & Mester (1996) . We get a marked segment, in this case voiced obstruents, only in a marked position, codas. Faithfulness should be less respected in marked positions not in privileged positions. This type of markedness reversal is possible with any two markedness constraints, as long as one marks a position and the other marks a structure.
(27) Markedness reversals predicted by Local Disjunction Constraint Pathology predicted *VTV∨*VELFRIC ID(VOICE)
The only voiceless obstruent allowed intervocalically is [x] *VCDCODA∨PARSE-σ ID(VOICE) Voiced obstruent codas are only allowed in unparsed syllables. *NASFRIC∨*DORSAL ID(PLACE) The only dorsal segments allowed are [x] and [G] These pathologies show that we cannot allow M∨M in CON (at least without substantial restriction). Thus, so far we have shown that M∨F and M∨M cannot be allowed unbounded in CON. The case for disjunction already looks weak, and we will see in the coming section that F∨F disjunction may create some problems of its own.
F∨F Effects
When two faithfulness constraints are disjoined, the disjunction prefers the best of the faithful candidates; the one that violates neither constraint. Yet, failing that, the candidate that violates both, that changes twice, fares no worse on the disjunction than the candidates that violate just one of the constraints.
This can create two types of effects:
• Phonologically Derived Environment Effects (PDEEs): If we already need to violate one of the disjoined constraints in order to avoid violating a high ranking markedness constraint, we can freely violate the other in order to avoid a structure marked by an intervening constraint, even though nonderived structures marked by that constraint would be protected by the disjunct.
• Choice of Repair: If avoiding violating our top constraint can be done by violating either of our disjoined constraints in different segments, the choice of which constraint we violate is usually chosen by the lower relative ranking of the constraints. However, a constraint that intervenes between them can cause the grammar to choose the other repair to avoid some marked segment, which appears normally elsewhere in the language. 
PDEEs
In (29), /aba/-[aba] is safe, because it does not violate *VTV, and since it is the best of the best candidates, the disjunction selects it. However, /apa/-[apa] does violate *VTV, so we must move past the disjunction. Then, *V[-cont]V (which marks intervocalic stops, regardless of voicing), rules out all but the worst of the worst candidates, (29-d), /aBa/. PDEEs have been observed in several languages, but there are questions whether these can be readily learned (White, 2013) . The ease at which they can be predicted with Local Disjunction seems at odds with their low typological distribution, but this could possibly be only a learning issue. Thus, the brunt of my argument against F∨F disjunction is based on the choice of repairs process.
5.2
Choice of repairs F∨F disjunction can force a language's choice of repairs to depend on seemingly irrelevant material. If violating a high ranking markedness constraint forces us to violate at least one of the disjoined faithfulness constraints, but does offer us the choice, the choice can be made based on avoiding some marked structure that appears freely throughout the rest of the language.
For example, violations of the constraint *VTV can be avoided by voicing the obstruent, or deleting a vowel. Ranking all faithfulness constraints but ID(VOICE) and MAX above *VTV prevents any other repair method. If we use the disjunction ID(VOICE)∨MAX, and rank MAX over ID(VOICE), voicing is our default repair. However, if PARSE-σ intervenes between the disjunction and ID(VOICE), the vowel deletes if it benefits footing (assuming high ranking foot-structure constraints that restrict feet to being two syllables).
(30) PARSE-σ is active if *VTV is violated by the best of the best This sort of effect can happen anywhere where the high ranking markedness constraint's violations can be avoided by violating any two different faithfulness constraints, but it looks weirdest when the loci of violation of the faithfulness constraints are not the same. This is possible for any contextual markedness constraint, if you choose one faithfulness constraint that changes the marked structure, and one that changes the context. We do see choices of repairs in human language, but they tend to be based on position, not avoiding some other markedness constraint, that otherwise is not relevant.
Conclusion
In the end, we have observed that Local Disjunction creates a number of patterns that we do not expect to see. While we considered restricting out the M∨F disjunction that Wolf (2007) argued should be banned from CON, in order to find some fruit from the same type disjunctions, the fruit were rotten. M∨M disjunction can create markedness reversals similar to those created by M&F conjunction. F∨F disjunction allows a grammar to choose repairs based on relatively irrelevant markedness constraints. These effects create a large amount of difficulty, whereas the problems Local Disjunction solves are relatively small. If one of these categories did not have problematic effects, we could have restricted disjunction to applying to the others, but all three create problems in relatively simple constructions. Each of the pathological constructions we saw above is generalizable, and for most useful seeming disjunctions, a pathological effect can be created. These problems would occur no matter how we define the domain of Local Disjunction. Thus, we cannot admit Local Disjunction into our CON.
